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                    Definition
                    Physics is the search for and application of rules that can help us understand and predict the world around us. Central to physics are ideas such as energy, mass, particles and waves. Physics attempts to both answer philosophical questions about the nature of the universe and provide solutions to technological problems.
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                    Controlling single polyatomic molecules in an optical array for quantum applications
                

                
                    
                        
                            Applications from quantum computing to searches for physics beyond the standard model could benefit from precision control of polyatomic molecules. A method of confining and manipulating single polyatomic molecules held in tightly focused â€˜optical tweezerâ€™ laser arrays at ultracold temperatures could boost progress on all those fronts.
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                    Light makes atoms behave like electromagnetic coils
                

                
                    
                        
                            Microscopic magnetic fields form in non-magnetic materials when light makes the atoms rotate. A similar macroscopic effect has long been known, but proof of its atomic equivalent could give rise to ultrafast data processing.
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                    At the breaking point
                

                
                    
                        
                            The shape and trajectory of a crack plays a crucial role in material fracture. High-precision experiments now directly capture this phenomenon, unveiling the intricate 3D nature of cracks.
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                            Ultrafast light-induced driving of phonons at resonance in a substrate facilitates the permanent reversal of the magnetic state of a material mounted on it.
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                            Bolometers can be used for qubit readout, offering a scalable, sensitive and high-speed alternative to current parametric-amplifier-based approaches.
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                            Entangled local states can be made capable of violating Bell inequalities via nonlocality activation. Typical theoretical approaches require processing many copies of the original state and performing joint measurements on the ensemble. Here, instead, the authors experimentally demonstrate how to do so using a single copy of the state, broadcasting it to two spatially separated parties within a three-node network.
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                            A magnetic-field-induced Wigner crystal in Bernal-stacked bilayer graphene was directly imaged using high-resolution scanning tunnelling microscopy and its structural properties as a function of electron density, magnetic field and temperature were examined.
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                    A call for responsible quantum technology
                

                
                    
                        
                            The time has come to consider appropriate guardrails to ensure quantum technology benefits humanity and the planet. With quantum development still in flux, the science community shares a responsibility in defining principles and practices.
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                            An article in Science Advances reports an integrated van der Waals system that enables field-free electric control of the magnetization of Fe3GaTe2 above room temperature.
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                            The confidential 124-page report from the University of Rochester, disclosed in a lawsuit, details the extent of Ranga Diasâ€™s scientific misconduct.
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